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Dates and deadlines

The Indus Altum International School, Belagavi team is now open to meeting parents at our project

office which was inaugurated on the 18th January 2021, at Hotel Fairfield by Marriott, Gogte plaza,

Belagavi. The inauguration program was a great success as we hosted  Mrs. Mai Melligeri – the Chair

person along with Mr. Aravind Melligeri and Mr. Rajeev Kaul- School Board Members . Joining them

were the Director of Special Projects at Indus and Indus School of Leadership, Lt. Col. Sathya Rao

(Retd.) and our principal Dr. Praseedha Sreekumar.

The Inauguration commemorated this beautiful journey to improve the access to quality education

by bringing in global education standards to Belagavi, primarily and then to the rest of the world.

What Indus Altum International

School will achieve for its team

and above all for its students

and their parents in the years

ahead is to get every student

future ready by being Startup

ready. At Indus Altum, we

partner together in creating

21st century global citizens and

leaders of tomorrow.
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Climate Change is a global reality and is staring at us for a long

time and sadly, humanity conveniently chooses to ignore this

aspect. Climate Change is the by-product of human

developmental activities. Indus Altum aims to prepare students to

be climate change-ready through their experiential involvement in

studying the climate changes in the city of Belagavi, Karnataka,

and what they can do to be aware of this global challenge and act

locally to restore the bio-diversity of Belagavi.

We took our first step with the help of  Green Saviours led by Mr.

Sameer Majli a prominent environmentalist in Belagavi who

started the foundation for restoring forests in identified regions.

The ground study for this has been carried out on 14th February

2021 by the Indus Altum Project Team by joining the Green Saviour

group at Katagalli Village where currently the  forest restoration

project is going on. This is a humble beginning to the mighty

thinking and actions that our students would be undertaking June

2021 onwards.

Our team’s objective was to lay down a solid foundation for the

Indus Altum students to come. We aspire to be the role models by

being climate literate in helping to groom climate change leaders

at Indus Altum. Going forward, our students would own up this

initiative in their quest to be future-ready by becoming life-

entrepreneurs who will think globally and act locally.
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It’s been a truly overwhelming
journey since our inauguration with
an influx of admission enquiries and
parent visits. The experience of
meeting the parent community here
face to face has been the highlight of
our experience here but what really
stands out is the feedback we have
received from all of them. 

To highlight this, we created a Wall
of experience with the sole objective
for parents to share honest feedback
and to symbolize our policy of
transparency. We are really happy
that we have been able to create
these unforgettable experiences
with our parent community and will
continue to do so in the future.

IAIS
OFFICIAL WALK

THROUGH

GREEN EAGLES TAKE
FLIGHT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pb2Rd_R74VA



